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ments expressed in felicitous phrase. A novel feature was
Yogins presiding over worlds; Rshies flitting to and fro;
sacred rivers purifying sinners; apsaras floating about,
breathing lyrical atmosphere: an intangible tapestry of
classic dreamland. And there was the ideal of JayS. and
Jayanta, the young lovers, who for no earthly reason refuse
to unite in wedlock; a breeze from the other-worldly
gospel of Akho blowing gently through sweet-scented,
modern verbiage. The attempt underlying the drama to
bridge the gulf between the drama of literature and that
on the stage, however, ended in a failure.
Jaynjayanta and the works of the class are not dramas
in the strict sense. The story is without a denouement,
sometimes without action; and it is not presented in action
by dialogue, as it should be, but by stage directions and
recitals. The cheap use of supernatural elements destroys
the sense of mystery. The dialogue is vague and monoto-
nous, and never unfolds character. And men and women
are mere abstractions.
What, then, is their literary form ? These works, which
are tiresome to peruse, become interesting if read aloud in
the sing-song way in which purariikas tell stories and recite
the anushtubha verse. It is an akhyana. The garabis are
there; the desl in which the conversation was conducted is
replaced by prose which could be chanted; the situation
instead of being described in verse is given in prose enclos-
ed in brackets; the .kadavSn arrangement is redivided and
called acts and scenes. The result is a sort of akhyana—
khanda akhyana ?—part prose, part verse,—a literary form
to be recited and heard; not a drama to be presented in
action, to be seen and heard.
In the later works of the type, the features of JayU,
jayantazre reproduced with but one change. The interest
is sought to be maintained by the selection of a subject
which has a romantic halo in history or mythology. Rajar-
ski Bharata has for its hero Sakuntala's cakravartin son,
-and gives scope to the poet to express his views about
ancient Aryan greatness. IndukumUra, for lack of such a
subject, is not 30 interesting; and Premakunja is poor*

